Abstract. This paper addresses the twin questions ofperformance and robustness of an adaptive controller for single-input, single-output, linear, stochastic systems. The authors present an adaptive controller that has the following properties:
1. Introduction. Over the past 15 years, stochastic adaptive control theory has seen much development. The notable pioneering contributions of Astr6m and Witteno mark [2] and Ljung [14] , [15] analyzed, respectively, the possible equilibrium values of the parameters to which an adaptive control law could converge, and the stability properties of these equilibrium points. This set the stage for the subsequent rigorous development of the foundations of the asymptotic theory of the so-called self-tuning controllers.
In 1981, Goodwin, Ramadge, and Caines [6] were able to successfully use some extensions of the martingale convergence theorem to show the convergence of a certain stochastic Lyapunov function. They were thus able to establish that for a variety of stochastic gradient algorithms the time average of the squared tracking error is almost surely optimal, a property we shall refer to as self-optimality. These results were then extended by similar arguments to some other algorithms; for example, an adaptive controller based on a modified least-squares estimate was analyzed by Sin and Goodwin and Kumar and Varaiya [12] ). It is basically a pseudogradient condition (see Ljung and S6derstr6m [16] and Kumar [10] ) guaranteeing that the direction in which the parameter estimates are recursively adjusted (in the types of recursive identification algorithms being employed) is appropriate.
Regarding the minimum phase restriction, it is well known (see Astr6m 1 ], Peterka [17] , Shaked and Kumar [23] , and Kumar and Varaiya [12] ) that when a stationary control law that minimizes the output variance is used to control the system, then the control actions used become unbounded if the system is of nonminimum phase.
However, for adaptive control where a nonstationary, nonlinear control law is used, it is not necessary that the minimum phase assumption be satisfied in order for the control inputs to be bounded. Hence the minimum phase assumption is a restrictive condition; it is easily violated by a very fast unstable zero that corresponds to a very small numerator perturbation of the transfer function.
Much attention has therefore been given in recent years to the issue of robust adaptive control, especially in deterministic adaptive control, to determine under what conditions signals in the system remain bounded under violations of assumptions (for example, see [8] , [9] , [20] ). In the adaptive control of stochastic systems, however, noise is an essential feature of the system, and it is of interest not only to guarantee boundedness of signals, but it is also important to reject the noise optimally, or at least much of it. Thus, performance of the adaptive control algorithm in rejecting the corrupting noise, and thus tracking the desired reference trajectory with small tracking error, is also an important goal in stochastic adaptive control.
In this paper, therefore, we address the twin questions of performance as well as robustness of adaptive control laws for linear stochastic systems. In particular, we address the issue of adaptive controllers that are performance-optimal when the ideal assumptions are satisfied, and that are robust with respect to perturbations of the system from the ideal assumptions.
We will consider two types of perturbations of the system from optimality. First we consider perturbations of the coefficients of the colored noise polynomial that can be large and that allow gross violation of the positive real assumption. This problem has been treated by Egardt [5] for bounded noise and extended in Praly [18] for mean-square bounded noise.
Second, we consider system perturbations. Vidyasagar [26] has identified the appropriate topology on the set of linear systems, called the graph topology, which is the weakest topology such that there is a stabilizing linear controller for a nominal ideal system that remains stabilizing, and such that the closed-loop transfer function is continuous (uniformly over all frequencies) when perturbations with respect to this topology are allowed. Thus, for any given weaker topology which thus allows more perturbations, there is not necessarily any single linear control law that continues to maintain stability. Since self-tuning or adaptive control is really an online or real-time search over the space of linear controllers, we cannot expect to do better than allow for perturbations with respect to this graph topology. Thus while (nonadaptive) linear controllers are designed for perturbations with respect to the graph topology from a given nominal system, adaptive control laws should be designed to maintain stability with respect to the graph topology from all possible nominal systems. This indeed is the goal of this paper. We will achieve it by extending the approach of Praly [19] to the vanishing gain case.
Last, asymptotic optimality and convergence results for adaptive controllers rely on adaptive parameter adjustment schemes that use an asymptotically vanishing stepsize, i.e., the gain converges to zero. However, to maintain the ability to adapt, the gain should be nonvanishing. Thus we also need to analyze the effect of nonvanishing gain on the ideal adaptive control algorithm.
In this paper we therefore exhibit an adaptive controller for linear stochastic systems that is optimal for all ideal plants, and remains stable with respect to violations of the positive real condition, and with respect to perturbations of the system, in the graph topology, from all ideal plants. Moreover, we show that stability is preserved when the gain is prevented from going to zero.
Specifically, we present an adaptive controller for which we prove the following performance and robustness properties:
(1) Attaining optimal regulation and tracking in the ideal case when the system is of minimum phase with a known upper bound on the system order, and when the coefficients of the colored noise polynomial satisfy a positive real condition (Theorem 5.1). In the case of the regulation problem, we also show that the adaptive controller self-tunes in a Cesaro sense to minimum variance regulator (Theorem 5.2).
(2) Providing mean-square stability when the system is of minimum phase with a known upper bound on the system order but does not necessarily satisfy a positive real condition (Theorem 4.6).
(3) Providing mean-square stability when the system is in a graph topological neighborhood of computable size of an ideal system as in (1) (Theorem 6.8).
(4) Continuing to stabilize the system when the adaptive gain is prevented from vanishing to zero (Theorem 7.7).
There are still many unresolved questions. Maybe the most important is to determine whether adaptive controllers without the modifications we have used are already robust, even though our modifications are well motivated. Moreover, we have not really been able to deal with the removal of the minimum phase assumption, even though, as we will show later, our adaptive controller is robust with respect to graph topological perturbations that do result in nonminimum phase systems.
2. The adaptive controller. In this section we present our adaptive controller. In the next five sections we analyze the effect of the adaptive controller when it is applied to a variety of systems satisfying varying assumptions. (Thus we are reversing the usual order of presentation, where the intended systems are first described before the adaptive controllers are defined!)
We will suppose that the system under control is a single-input, single-output system with input sequence u(t) and output sequence y(t). We will also suppose the following:
(A2.i)
The reference trajectory y"(t) is bounded. 
These recursions are clearly equivalent to
Thus we see that modified adaptive control uses F(t-d) instead of (R(td)/p(t)) -1. This is reasonable since R( t-d)/p( t) <-_ I, and F(t-d) also has a lowerbounded minimum eigenvalue. Hence both R-l(t-d)/p(t) and F(t-d) are of the same order and grow at the same rate. Last, the bounding of the maximum eigenvalue of F(t-d) is a reasonable effort at keeping the condition number bounded. An intuitive rationale for the introduction of normalization is the following. Let us consider the case where the system is not of the order assumed. Then, generally we can assume that the system can be represented in the following form (which also allows infinite-dimensional systems):
where the summation represents the portion of the system dynamics that has not been modeled. Then, under the-assumption that ns--nR=O, we have th(t-1)= (u(t-1),y(t-1)), and so for any 0=(01, 02) T,
This modeling error may be unbounded irrespective of the choice of 0. However, the neglected component can be bounded by
bythe Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Noting that i=2 (y2(t-i)+ u(t i)) <-p(t), where pl/:(t) is the normalization factor, we see that ly(t) (t 1)01 <= Mo, when {cei} and {/3i} are in 12. Hence the error due to mismodeling is bounded when we use the normalized quantities instead of the original variables. This is the heuristic reason for our use of normalization.
The purposeful bounding of the parameter estimates (by keeping them in a certain sphere), which is our last modification, does not cause any problems, at least when the "true parameter vector" is known to satisfy a similar bound, thus allowing convergence of the parameter estimates to their "true values" if that is necessary. As we show later, there need not even be a "true parameter vector" for this modification to be reasonable. In fact, Egardt [5] has shown that some sort of parameter boundedness is necessary for good behavior. Similarly, keeping the first component of the parameter estimates bounded below is tolerable at least when the true parameter vector also has the same lower bound on its first component.
It should be noted that our bounding of the eigenvalues of F(t) is somewhat similar to the case of the stochastic gradient algorithm (see Becker, Kumar, and Wei [3] ). In fact, the stochastic gradient algorithm is a special case of our modified adaptive controller that is obtained when we choose Xo X in (2.7). In general, however, we expect that the initial transient performance of the adaptive controller will be closer to the least-squares algorithm, but that the asymptotic convergence rate will be governed by that of the gradient algorithm, although we have not been able to establish either of these results analytically.
The modifications present in our adaptive controller, which were first proposed in Praly [21] , therefore, all stem from reasonable motivations. In what follows we actually show the power of these modifications in a variety of situations.
3. Some properties of the adaptive controller. Interestingly enough (and very useful to us), the adaptive controller that we defined earlier satisfies some useful conditions irrespective of the system to which it is applied. We wish to emphasize that the results of this section are obtained without any assumptions on 0(t). The following preliminary results are of much interest, and will be very useful to us. Since they are a direct consequence of our definitions, their proofs are omitted.
[-! It should be noted that g(t) is the only eigenvalue of the matrix [I- 
After some algebra and (3.1),
Since (Fl(t)) ->=F-(t) and because of (3.2), we have
Then some algebra yields A'(t) (02(t) + 0(t) 20) 
rF-(t)(O(t) O(t)).
Now we consider two cases. 
Hence, in any case, M >= Vo(t) and the result follows
The above recursive bound on the "Lyapunov function" will be useful sub-
From the algorithm, we can easily see that (3.6) 02(t) 01(t)) 7"F-
Using (3.7) and (3.5), we have
Combining (3.8), (3.9), and (3.5), we have
and the bound on e2(t) follows readily. On the other hand,
and the claimed bound follows, since IIo-o11_-< K due to the requirement that OO.
[3
The first result above merely states that the subsequent projection onto the surface of the sphere continues to preserve the property (i). The fourth result above gives a bound on the increments of the parameter estimates in terms of the normalized errors, while the last result gives a bound on the normalized errors themselves. This last result is fundamental. It shows that insofar as the norms of the sequences are concerned, the adaptation law may be regarded as a static gain operator with inputs wo(t), /p(t) and output e(t). The gain from w2o(t) to e2(t) is simply (1+A1), which increases as the speed of adaptation measured by the largest eigenvalue A1 is concerned. It tells us that the error given by the parameter estimates will be smaller than x/1 +A1 times the error given by any vector 0(R). The gain from p(t) to e2(t) is (l+A)(Vo(t-d)-V(t)). Suppose now that, due to the boundedness of V0('), the "mean" value of Vo(t-d)-Vo(t) is close to zero. Then boundedness of e2(t) will follow from the small gain theorem [4] if the operator e(t)-x/p(t) has bounded gain and the operator e(t)-wo(t) is an operator whose gain multiplied by x/1 + A is smaller than 1. Moreover, since this result holds for all 0 (R), we have We consider therefore the following ideal system"
Note that we assume the following: (A4.i)
Positive numbers ,o, A, delay d and reference output y"(t) are the same as that used in the adaptive controller (see 2). We only assume that the noise or disturbance {w(t)} is mean-square bounded, i.e.,
Regarding the polynomials A, B, and C, we make the following assumptions.
(A4.iii) B(z) has all zeros outside the closed unit disk.
-1), and C(q-1), there exist polynomials S*(q-1), R*(q-), and Given A(q-1), B(q Q*(q-1) so that (4.5) O(t)=(So(t),. ",S,s(t), ro(t)," ", r,,(t),-c,(t),. .,-c,c(t)) .
As we have observed at the end of 3, we must first understand how the normalizing sequence p(. is related to eZ(t), the sum of the squares of y(. and u(. ).
rnR(t), -cl(t),""",-Cnc(t)) r. 
t=l Using (2.11), (4.6), and Lemma 3.3(ii), we get 
and the induction is complete. S(q -) Q(q-)B(q-1). Then we can define 0(t): (So,'", s, s, ro,"', r,,-c,' .',-cnc) 7" Regarding the noise {w(t)} we assume the following:
It is a martingale difference sequence on a probability space (12, F, P). [12] ). We now show that our adaptive controller achieves this optimal tracking performance. Proof. From (5.1) and (4.1), it is easy to see that (e(t)-v(t)) is F,_d-measurable.
6) h(t) := b(t) z( t); then it is eagy to see that C(q-)z(t)=b(t). Hence h(t)=(C(q-)-l)z(t).
Because C(ei') is strictly inside the circle with center 1, and radius l/x/1 + there exists a positive e such that E= (z2(J)/( 1 +A)-h2(j)) -> e E=I z2(J) for all t.
Let us define a function 
S(t)-S(t-1)=z2(t-d)-h2(t-d)-ez2(t-d) for t=>d+l.

I+A1
Since WoO( t) e( t) b( t-d), from Lemma 3.2 and (5.4) we get
Voo(t)<= Voo(t-d)+(o(t)-6(t-d))-g(t)O2(t) Voo(t-d)+(e(t-d)+e(t))2-2(e(t-d)+e(t))6(t-d)+6(t-d) g(t)(e(t d) + e(t)) where 6(t-d):= b(t-d)/p/2(t), (t) := v(t)/pl/2(t), and e(t-d):= z(t-d)/pl/2(t).
Taking the conditional expectation and using Lemma 3.1(i),
t) However, and so,
,=d+, ,=d+l p(t) dp ,=d+l
1--g(t) T(t-d)F(t-d)c(t-d) p(t) p(t)(l+ (t-d)F(t-d)(t-d))
A,dpr( t-d)dp( t-d)
This implies that t=d+, (1-g(t))/p(t)A,/dp. It should be noted that as (1 + Aa) increases, the speed of adaptation is increased. However, the condition sup ]C(e)-l]<l/41 +Z then becomes more stringent, requiring that the noise be even closer to pure white noise. Hence we see that A allows a tradeoff between the rate of parameter convergence and the tolerance of the algorithm to colored noise.
In fact, we can even prove that the adaptive regulator self-tunes in a Cesaro sense to the set of optimum minimum variance regulators. To exhibit this result, we concentrate temporarily on the regulation problem. In this case, y" (t) 0 for every t, 07"(t)=(Ol(t), O,s+l(t), O,s+z(t)," ", O,,s+,,+z(t)), qb r(t) (u(t), u(t-ns), y(t), y(t--nR)) and (2.11) can be rewritten as (5.10) OT(t)dp(t) =0.
Let us define R'(q-1, O( t)) := Yi=o Ons+z+i( t)q -i and S'(q -1, 0(t)) := y"si=o Oi+( t)qThen from (5.10), we have u(t)=-(R'(q -, O(t))/S'(q -1, O(t)))y(t). [3] are true. Hence our result follows from Theorem 19(ii) in [3] . 6 . Robustness of optimal adaptive controller. Having proved in the previous section that our adaptive controller yields optimal performance for ideal systems, we now turn in this section to proving that the preceding adaptive controller is robust. This means that if mean-square stability holds for an ideal system IIo (and it does, as we have shown), it will continue to hold for all systems in an open neighborhood of Ho. For this to make sense, we need to define a topology on the set of linear systems. We will consider the graph topology (see Vidyasagar [26] ) and show that the adaptive controller applied to systems in a graph topological neighborhood retains mean-square stability. Furthermore, we will also give lower bounds on the size of these graph topological neighborhoods.
Let F be the set of proper rational functions F(q) whose 
T(P)<(Th-T(Ha)/(T(D-)(kT(D-I)T(A)+k2+ka(Th-T(Ha)))Td3-)),
where kl, k2, and k are strictly positive constants given in the Table 1 in the Appendix (as is )'3 also). We illustrate these assumptions by the following two examples. Example 1. Consider the adaptive controller with ns =0, nR =0, nc =0, i.e., qb( t) (u( t), y( t)). We now examine the above assumptions by allowing only one parameter to vary. Consider 0 (1, r), which denotes that the adaptive controller is associated with the idealized plant ( 
+ rq-)y(t)= u(t-1)+ w(t).
However, suppose that the true plant is given by A(q) l + aq-+ a_q -2, B(q)= l, C(q) =1. Therefore we get g= (1,-a,) T, Ha -a2q -2, and )'(Ha)= Jail.
Hence, for this problem, with the expression of )'h, assumption (A6.iii) is just equivalent to a=l < 1/,/1 / ,.
Note that all the other assumptions are satisfied. Thus by this inequality we see that A1 also allows a tradeoff between the rate of parameter convergence and the size of the allowed value of a2 (see also the last comment of 5).
Example 2. To illustrate that our assumptions do not require the system to be of minimum phase, we now consider ns =1, nR=0, nc=O, d=2, i.e., b(t)= (u(t), u(t-1), y(t)). We now study the assumptions bythe variation of two parameters, so suppose that 0 (1, s, r)7"; this clearly corresponds to an adaptive controller for an idealized plant:
(1 + aq-1)y(t) q-lu(t-1)+ w(t). However, suppose that the true plant is (1 + aq-a)y(t)=(b+ q-)u(t-1)+ w(t). We see also that the threshold for the unmodeled unstable zero depends on the /o-norm of the forcing signals w and ym of the closed-loop system. This is a manifestation of its nonlinear nature. However, since these norms are divided by v/, we can overcome this difficulty by choosing the threshold p in (2.1) proportional to the square of these norms.
We consider a graph topology constructed from the set F. All the properties of [26] can be rederived here. Specifically, this topology is the weakest one such that feedback stability is robust and closed-loop transfer functions are continuous (with respect to the "sup" norm). Since this topology on the collection of systems II follows from the topology on r3, our robustness result follows from the following theorem. Before showing the proof of Theorem 6.8, the main robustness theorem, we need some results. As Lemma 3.3 shows, it is sufficient to prove that the operator e(t) --> /p(t) has a finite gain and the operator e(t)-w(t) has a gain bounded by 1/v'l+hl. In what follows, we use a number of positive constants ai,/3i, y, 6i, V/, and ki, given in Table 1 in the Appendix, that depend on T(A), T(B), T(C), M, V, K, R, nc, ns, nR, /x, d, p, ho, h, and cro. (i) p(t)>=p(t--1);
Proof Formulae (i) and (iv) are immediate.
T
(ii) Since p(t+d)-p(t+d-)<-_P+ll4(t)ll , we have E,=l(P(t+d)- 
Combining ( 
II,-(D-')E(
The result follows.
The next lemma is immediate.
LZMMA 6.5.
(i) Ilyll, Ily
(ii) II(t)ll , fo to, where , M.
We therefore see from Lemmas 6.2, 6.4, and 6.5 that the operator e(t)p(t) has a bounded l-gain, neglecting T(P). If we neglect the last three terms, this lemma and Lemma 6.5 tell us that the gain of operator e(t) w(t) is 3'(H).
LEMMA 6.7. I[yml[tMx/r<aapl/9-(t) wherea4:= M/v/ft. Proof From the fact that ly'(t)l<=M and Tp<-p(T), the result follows.
Our result on the robustness of the adaptive controller with respect to the graph topology is given by the following theorem. We now prove (6.10). V4d" Cases 1 and 2 tell us pl/2(T)/ is bounded.
7. Stability with nonvanishing adaptive gains. In the previous sections the gain of the parameter estimates, or equivalently the stepsize of the adaptation algorithm, has been allowed to converge asymptotically to zero. Indeed this is necessary if we asymptotically want to achieve optimal tracking. However, this vanishing gain also causes the adaptive controller to have asymptotically diminishing ability to adjust to system changes. Hence, in practice, adaptation gains are frequently prevented from going to zero. Therefore in this section we address the nonvanishing gain case of our adaptive controller.
We choose such that 0 < < 1. Let F' be the set of proper rational functions Let us consider system II, which can be described as follows" (A7.i) We suppose that the true system satisfies As before we will also assume that lye(t)[ M for all > 0 and y(t)=u(t)=y(t)=w(t)=O forallt0.
Because B(q) is an analytic function outside the disk of radius , we can write a-2 hq_i. where k4, ks, and k 6 are strictly positive constants given in Table 1 in the Appendix (as is Y0 also).
Because the mapping F(q)-+ F(txq) is an isomorphism on the field of rational functions, all the properties of [26] can be used here. In particular we obtain a topology that is the weakest one, such that feedback tz-exponential stability is robust. It is important to note that in going from (2.1), where we had simply 2 1, to (7. 2), we have made our assumptions more restrictive. This can be seen by comparing Theorems 6.1 and 7.1, In the latter we need /x-exponential stability, whereas in the former mere exponential stability is sufficient. In particular, this means that in the latter case we cannot neglect a pole-zero pair that nearly cancels and that corresponds to an eigenvalue larger than/x in modulus. We can also note that for the first example of 6, we now obtain the restriction
The following lemmas are essentially similar to those in 6, and so we abbreviate the proofs. LeMMA 7.2.
Proof (i) The proof follows from the definition of the norm Ilwllr as Ilwll-E,=/xr-2'w2(t) and from (A7.i), which assumes Iw(t+l)] <= V. Inequality (ii) follows from (7.2). Proof The proof is similar to that of Lemma 6.6. + T(D-')T(P)4 + "y(P-')(ce 9 For minimum phase plants of known order, with a known compact set containing a stabilizing regulator, and for which we know the sign and a lower bound for the leading coefficient ofthe control polynomial, we have shown that our adaptive controller yields mean-square bounded inputs and outputs. If the noise additionally satisfies a positive real condition, then we have shown that the adaptive controller is asymptotically optimal in the sense of minimizing output error variance. We have also presented a ,graph topological neighborhood of an ideal plant, such that the system is mean-square stabilized even when that system is not ideal and when the statistical properties of the noise are violated. This holds true whether the adpative controller is used in a vanishing or a nonvanishing gain mode.
Several open problems remain. It is still not known whether the standard self-tuning regulator using a least-squares parameter estimate is mean-square stable, let alone optimal. Moreover, it is not known whether the unmodified adaptive controller possesses good robustness properties. The first question deals essentially with the loss of identifiability, and the consequent unboundedness of the condition number of the so-called "covariance matrix," when the parameter estimates converge. Unfortunately the second issue cannot really be resolved until the first issue is better understood.
Appendix. 
